A new method of testing frother performance
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Abstract: A new method of testing frother performance was proposed. Four parameters were tested: maximum foam volume, foam half-life, gas–liquid ratio and mean foam rise velocity. Among them the former two parameters indicate frother’s foaming ability and foam stability respectively, and the latter two indicate water carrying ability and foam viscosity, respectively. The performance of four frothers in a two-phase (solution-air) system was tested and batch flotation tests on a copper ore were carried out. By analyzing frother performance in a two-phase system and comparing with the flotation results, correlation between them was found. Higher-copper concentrate grade was obtained by frothers with weak water carrying ability and low foam viscosity. And frothers with strong foaming ability and stable foam tend to obtain higher copper recovery.
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1 Introduction

Froth flotation is a separation process widely used in mining industry and froth phase is of crucial importance since it can affect both recovery and grade through selective drainage of minerals back to the pulp phase [1–3]. Frothers are surface-active agents widely used in flotation to aid generation of small bubbles [4,5] and therefore the efficiency of separation is strongly dependent on frother performance [3,6,7].

Over the past decades, researchers have developed many techniques to test and evaluate frother performance. These techniques can be classified as traditional and modern methods. The traditional methods include airflow method, also advanced Bikerman method [8], Ross–Miles method [9], Waring–Blender method [10], etc. The modern methods include near-infrared scanner method [11], conductivity method [12], confocal microscopy method [13], resistance strengthening technology [14], etc. Many of these methods have found applications in enhanced oil recovery (EOR), chemical industry, food processing, etc [15]. However, many of these methods are not appropriate for flotation frothers and the test results are often not practical. As for the currently available methods, the traditional methods are generally intuitive, simple and convenient, but the results are not accurate. In addition the traditional methods only focus on frothers’ foaming ability and foam stability, but neglect other important foam properties. Though the modern methods have higher accuracy, limitations also exist due to their complicated device, high test cost, incomplete information, etc. Above all, the modern techniques often need some time to prepare testing sample before measurement. As many flotation frothers produce foams which exist only several seconds, it is impossible to test their foam performance by modern methods.

Therefore, the selection of a suitable frother for a given mineral flotation so far can only be made after batch test work [16] and it is timely to develop a feasible and effective method to test frother performance. Based on classical Bikerman method, besides foam volume and foam half-life, another two parameters, gas–liquid ratio and mean foam rise velocity, were measured, thus making the test results more accurate and credible. Most importantly, four parameters tested can be related to flotation performance (grade and recovery), providing a possibility of predicting frother performance in three-phase (slurry–air) system.

2 Experimental

2.1 Experimental setup

Test setup consisted of five parts: nitrogen gas cylinder, reducing valve, buffer container, gas flowmeter
and foam tester. The five parts were connected by hoses. In order to measure gas–liquid ratio and mean foam rise velocity, the traditional foam tester used in Bikerman method was retrofitted into a graduated cylinder with two reverse graduations, as shown in Fig. 1.

![Foam tester](image)

**Fig. 1** Foam tester

Nitrogen, due to its stable chemical properties and extremely low water solubility, was reported to make frother produce foam with high strength and stability in a wide range of concentration [17], and thus it was chosen as gas source in this test. Reducing valve connected with nitrogen gas cylinder helps to reduce gas pressure to be desirable for test. Buffer container kept nitrogen flow constant and gas flowmeter measured gas flow rate.

Foam tester was the dominant part of this setup and it was a graduated cylinder with a porous filter plate on its base. When the test solution of 50 mL was added in it, liquid level just reached zero graduation, i.e. the horizontal line shown in Fig. 1. Nitrogen passes through the filter plate and then foam would be produced in the graduated cylinder and the foam height would reach $H_1$. Meanwhile, the liquid level would drop from zero graduation to some height $H_2$. The volume and graduation of this foam tester could be changed if necessary.

### 2.2 Test method

Illustration of the test procedures is shown in Fig. 2. Firstly, adjust reducing valve to make nitrogen flow of 500 mL/min and keep this flow velocity constant in all tests. Then, pour test solution into graduated cylinder and begin nitrogen aerating. When the maximum foam height was reached, $H_1$, $H_2$, and aeration time $t$ were recorded. Then aerating was stopped and down time was recorded as foam height to reduce from the maximum height to its half ($t_{1/2}$). Nitrogen aerating must begin as soon as test solution is poured into graduated cylinder because it takes 7~8 s for water to pass through the microporous filter plate.

![Illustration of test procedures](image)

**Fig. 2** Illustration of test procedures

Before tests, aqueous frother solutions with concentrations of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 g/L were prepared with distilled water and foam tester was rinsed thoroughly with test solution three times. For insoluble frothers, 1 min of ultrasonic dispersion was needed before tests.

Tests were carried out at room temperature ((25±2) °C) from a low concentration solution to high concentration solution for one frother, and before another frother solution test, the foam tester must be washed with distilled water. Each test solution was tested four times and their arithmetic mean value was used.

Based on the above measurement results, the following parameters can be obtained, characterizing frother performance in a two-phase system:

1) The maximum foam height $H$, $H=H_1+H_2$.
2) The maximum foam volume $V_{\text{max}}$. As the inner diameter of graduated cylinder is 37 mm and $H$ is known, the maximum foam volume ($V_{\text{max}}$) can be calculated, which indicates the frother’s foaming ability. Larger volume demonstrates stronger foaming ability.
3) Foam half-life $t_{1/2}$. It indicates the foam stability, i.e. foam life. Longer half-life demonstrates more stable foam.
4) Gas–liquid ratio $G/L$. It refers to the volume ratio of gas to liquid in foam system. $G/L=\text{gas volume/volume of consumed liquid}$. Volume of the consumed liquid is the product of cylinder cross-section ($S$) and descent height of liquid level ($H_2$), so $G/L= [(H_1+H_2)S-H_2S]/H_2S$, i.e. $H_1/H_2$. Smaller gas–liquid ratio demonstrates stronger water carrying ability.
5) Mean foam rise velocity $u$. It is defined as the maximum foam height ($H$) divided by aeration time ($t$). Greater mean foam rise velocity demonstrates lower foam viscosity.
2.3 Reagents and samples

Performance of four commonly used flotation frothers were tested: methyl isobutyl carbinol (MIBC), propanediol butyl ether (PBE), BK201, terpenic oil (TO). All frothers were provided by Zhuzhou Flotation Reagents Factory, China. Some properties of the tested frothers are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 List of tested frothers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frother</th>
<th>Purity</th>
<th>Chemical formula</th>
<th>Molecular mass/(g·mol⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIBC</td>
<td>Reagent</td>
<td>(CH₃)₂CHCH₂CH(OH)CH₃</td>
<td>102.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Reagent</td>
<td>CH₃(CH₂)₃OCH₂CH(OH)CH₃</td>
<td>132.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK201</td>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>ROH (R=C₈–C₁₂)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO</td>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Mixture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copper ore sample used in flotation tests was obtained from Manzhouli, China. The Chemical composition of the ore is shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Main chemical composition of copper ore (mass fraction, %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>62.01</td>
<td>19.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Flotation procedures

Before flotation tests, a sample of 500 g and lime of 1 g were milled in a laboratory stainless ball mill at 62.5% solids to achieve a grind of 81% passing 74 μm and make pH of the pulp at the beginning of the flotation 7.8. The milled slurry was transferred to flotation cell and diluted to 20% solids content. The impeller speed was set at 1700 r/min and the air supply to the flotation cell was maintained at a flow rate of 2 L/min in all tests. The pulp level was kept at the same level by addition of water. Reagent addition strategy and flotation procedures are shown in Fig. 3. After tests, feeds, concentrates and tails were filtered, dried, weighed and analyzed for Cu content.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Frother performance in two-phase system

Performance of the four frothers was tested by this novel method. Figures 4 and 5 show the maximum foam volume and foam half-life as a function of frother concentration, respectively. Generally speaking, foam volume indicates frother’s foaming ability and foam half-life foam stability, thus they are often considered the criterion to evaluate frother performance. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, both the maximum foam volume and foam half-life increase as the frother concentration increases; however, the increment differs for various frothers. Figure 4 shows that when the concentration is greater than 0.4 g/L, the maximum foam volumes of BK201 and TO increase slowly while those of PBE and MIBC increase significantly. Comparing Figs. 4 and 5, it can be seen that the maximum foam volume and foam half-life exhibit similar change trends with concentration of frother. As shown in Fig.6, the maximum foam volume is positively and almost linearly correlated with the foam half-life. The above mentioned test results and

![Fig. 4](image-url) Maximum foam volume as function of frother concentration

![Fig. 5](image-url) Foam half-life as function of frother concentration
conclusions are in agreement with that in Ref. [8,18].

Figures 7 and 8 show gas–liquid ratio and mean foam rise velocity as a function of frother concentration. Slight decrease of gas–liquid ratio and mean foam rise velocity can be seen in the two figures, indicating that with the increase of concentration, frothers’ water carrying ability becomes stronger and foam viscosity becomes greater. Nevertheless, when the concentration is greater than a certain value, frothers’ water carrying ability and foam viscosity will keep constant or increase little despite the increase of concentration. And this certain value differs for various frothers due to their diverse physical and chemical properties and molecular structures. Taking MIBC and TO as an example, Fig. 7 shows that when the concentration of MIBC is greater than 0.4 g/L, its gas–liquid ratio reaches an equilibrium while that of TO keeps decreasing. And Fig. 8 shows that the mean foam rise velocity of TO reaches an equilibrium at the highest concentration among the four frothers, which may be ascribed to the fact that the saturated adsorption concentration of TO on air–water interface is greater [19]. Saturated adsorption concentration here refers to a situation where frother molecules adsorbing on air–water interface are packed so closely that few molecules can be adsorbed on the interface again. For TO, its active constituent is terpenol whose benzene ring is surrounded by four carbon atoms and the hybridization type of the four carbon atoms is sp$^3$ which weakens the steric hindrance effect and increases its flexibility. As a result, some attraction and space will exist between its non-polar groups, thus making it adsorb more closely on air–water interface [20]. Therefore, frothers with strong foaming ability and good foam stability tend to obtain higher metal recovery [16]. Figure 9 shows that copper concentrate grade obtained by MIBC or PBE is higher than that by BK201 or TO. It can be seen from Figs. 7 and 8 that MIBC and PBE possess weaker water carrying ability and lower foam viscosity than BK201 and TO. Thus frothers with weak water carrying ability and low foam viscosity are very likely to
obtain higher metal grade, which is attributed to low entrainment.

Fig. 9 Copper grade and recovery obtained by various frothers

4 Conclusions

1) A novel method of testing frother performance in a two-phase system is developed by retrofitting the traditional foam tester employed in classical Bikerman method into a graduated cylinder with two reverse graduations.

2) Frothers with strong foaming ability and good foam stability tend to obtain high metal recovery; Frothers with weak water carrying ability and low foam viscosity are very likely to obtain high metal grade.
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摘 要: 提出一种测试起泡剂性能的新方法。测试了 4 个参数: 最大泡沫体积、泡沫半衰期、气-液比以及泡沫黏度。其中, 前两个参数分别表征起泡剂的起泡能力和泡沫稳定性, 后两个参数分别表征起泡剂的携液能力和泡沫黏度。测试了 4 种起泡剂在气-液两相体系中的性能, 并且对某铜矿进行浮选试验。通过分析比较两相体系起泡剂的性能以及获得的浮选试验结果, 发现两者之间有联系: 携液能力弱、泡沫黏度低的起泡剂获得的铜精矿品位较高; 起泡能力强、泡沫稳定的起泡剂获得的铜回收率较高。
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